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About This Game

Bounce is a VR physics-based puzzle game for the HTC Vive and Oculus Touch. Under the supervision of H8-Bit and 2Bit, two
robots tasked with overseeing security of the intergalactic spaceship, players must help D1G-B, their spherical robot companion,

traverse levels using an array of gadgets at their disposal to exit each level’s portal. With moving obstacles, laser gates, gravity
wells, and multi-floor levels obstructing the path of D1G-B, players will have to use their creativity to construct solutions.

COOL FEATURES:

50 Levels of ever increasing complexity. Oh, there are levels where you will hate us, but we bet you can't stop!

Use an array of Physics based Gadgets to solve each level such as Half-Pipes, Planks, Accelerator Rings, Trampolines,
Tractor Beams, etc. Use the right tools for the job.

Star-rank Scoring System based on your efficiency at solving each level. Can you 3-Star every level? Ha! We'd like to
see you try.

Beat the game and unlock Style Mode. Play each level again in Style Mode and get scored on your creative complexity
instead of efficiency. Make it crazy!
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Get Ranked! See how you stack up against other players in Style Mode on our Global Leaderboards or compare your
score with your Steam Friends and soak in their adulation or contemptuous disdain.

Infectious 23 track original score of Synthwave awesomeness, we dare you not to groove out while testing your brain!

You can use up to 3 in-game profiles so you can let that pesky neighbor try VR without messing up your Star Scores.
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Title: Bounce
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Steel Wool Studios
Publisher:
Steel Wool Studios
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or greater / AMD FX 8350 or greater

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 / AMD R9 390

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 9 GB available space

English
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Very nice, though I only wish they had different sounds for them. Maybe in the next patch they will.
. + Has boats
- Still can't swim. Great but this game needs a save feature so badly!. As far as puzzle games go (which I love) this one isn't that
great. Most of the "puzzles" aren't challenging\/interesting, but require a lot of tedious trial and error. Not my thing.. I
ENJOYED the CRAP out of this AWESOME game!
Thumbs WAAAAaaaay UP!. This is a great game, with amazing gameplay, but it takes a long time to find a match. So far so
good. That graphics and sound, the atomosphere, and especially the camera angles are highly reminiscent of classic Resident
Evil and Silent HIll games. The only downside to the 1st part in my opinion is the final battle (if you can call it that) with the
shark, but otherwise this is a good start and I can't wait to see what the rest has in store. If you're hesitant to get this, just keep in
mind it's only $5 and should keep you busy for around 2-3 hrs.. Great game. 4.5\/5 (Note: My played hours are exaggerated in
the count because Steam has bugs in hours counting.. I definitely played over 150 hours.)

The intricate system of stats and skills are better than most (or all) RPGs. Combat system is curious. Sadly, some of the
percentages used for many of the skill checks are dumb: 25% chance of triggering disabling vomiting. Also, the leveling system
gives a small random set of stat-skill-bonuses, but it's not well balanced and strongly encourages save scumming to get new
choices: I found I averaged 3-4 reloads to find minimally acceptable choices after I realized how much they were going to
determine death, survival, or thriving. That's dumb.

The story starts out interesting and gets weirder.

Lots of grinding, not in the dungeon exploration way, but in managing resources, harvesting, trying not to over harvest, etc. My
main theory that I developed early and found very successful was to maximize battles, though the game pushes skills that
minimize frequency of battles. Battles garner experience and goods and later characters get goods-bonuses from battle and I was
several times able to avoid total hive collapse because of resources gained through fighting.

Definitely get the dog (DLC). The dog makes the game better.. the first mission is broken, you can't even start the first step of
the first mission to progress. that and many models, maps, and textures where Never completed. this is basicly your Zoo Tycoon
Clone that is trying to hook you in with Dinosaurs. the only good thing it has is the freeplay or Sandbox mod. but even that
shares some glitches and issues.

If you want a park builder simulator game, get Jurassic Park: Operation Genesis for XBOX, PC, and PS2. it's way better then
this, and it was made back in 2002!

  Wildlife Park 2 - Dino World, Just pass it. This was a weird one. Buy it if its on sale. Other wise maybe give this one a pass.
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Played for a bit and so far I've had no major issues. Can set graphics to my max setting in the menu, English right from the start,
game runs smooth and in normal speed for me with a pretty low end PC in this point in time. So far I think it's a decent game
with potential. But price tag, probably should have been a little lower for what you get out of the box. With a few patches and
added stuff, it can be a a good game.

Haven't learned all the stuff yet. But from my limited time playing a couple of games and doing some training. My biggest
issues with this game is the movement of your player. Now I played a career game with a new player and with Federer.
Sometimes it feels like your character is rooted to the ground and he won't move much at all, causing you to not get to the ball in
time. Other times it seems pre decided that he just won't get to the ball...even though he clearly could have reached it but opted
not to even try despite smashing the buttons on the controller!

Which brings me to my 2nd negative point so far. Shots...I wish I as a player would control the shot 100%. Instead the character
winds up for the shot for you and you just set the power and direction. Sometimes I also feel like my character makes a
different shot selection then I wanted. Slice instead of normal and so on.

Apart from that. It's been alright so far for me. Crowd reaction could do some work as well. But it feels like I will likely spend
some time playing around in this game! I do recommend you to try it, but in all fairness...should probably wait for a sale and
some more patchwork to be done before purchase.. Just found this game - it is on sale for a paltry $2.24. IT IS FUN! I love twin
stick shooters. Even more fun on keyboard and mouse where you can just move the mouse around to spin around and shoot.

Being such an old game (2011) - it runs wicked fast on my RX 470 in Win 10. I can run this on 1440p/60fps Ultra no stuttering
whatsoever! Has a 4K mode!

Great aesthetics, fun for such an old game. Will probably play well on my old laptop. Can't go wrong with this sale. Also got the
DLC on the cheap!

This is FUN for half the price of a gourmet coffee drink!. Got the game working on Windows 10 in a couple of minutes.

https://pcgamingwiki.com/wiki/F1_2011 - get that dll.

Looks epic, and you can play as Shumi.. I love this game, I really wish there were more games in the Steam store like this that
take a lot of lateral thought. They're in short supply though.. The dev team promised this game to be 'PvP Lemmings.' and from
my own gameplay, I'm sure they kept their promise. Very simple but very deep in terms of gameplay and thinking about my
next moves and tactics. I really dig the art style, too. The only thing I wish is to get more people in the game so I can learn and
play a wider variety of strategy. For that, I personally think the dev should think hard about the match making where noobs can
meet easy or similar opponents so they can win to get some confidence. Hope this game gets popular and I can enjoy more..
Very interesting concept but not worth 50 bucks right now. Not a huge multiplayer base so you wait for a while for people to
load up... and really the captain doesn't do much if the other people know what they are doing... Much more fun as a role
playing game with 3 IRL friends to hop on for a lil while.. this game ♥♥♥♥tared 1st boss lvl. Cool game ))) every round epic
battles :D i like this game )))
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